Abstract
Introduction
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) produces high-quality biological data that improves data analysis in bio-medical fields. A dielectric analysis with Solexa technology of a variety of DNA sequencing platforms consumes hundreds of gigabytes of space. The large amount of data can be an obstacle to effective analysis. Therefore, in order to process and analyze biological data with consistency and at a lower cost, we require a cluster of powerful arithmetic processing units equipped with large storage space [1, 2] .
Cloud computing can eliminate this obstacle by offering large quantities of computing power and storage that dramatically reduce the time needed from hundreds of hours to just several hours [3, 4] . Cloud service providers (e.g., Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud and Tsinghua Cloud) offer various bioinformatics software tools that users can customize [5] . For example, Life/SOLiD, a platform for NGS platforms, takes 7 to 14 days to produce approximately 30GB to 50GB of data in a run, and Illumina-Solexa takes 4 to 9 days to produce approximately 18GB to 35GB of data in a run. After the data is generated, we must transmit that data to the server provided by the cloud service provider. Then, the cloud services can allow us to compute the results of the analysis.
Limited bandwidth and connection delays, however, can be bottlenecks to efficient analysis when a large amount of NGS data is transmitted to the cloud. As a way to resolve the bottlenecks, several efficient data compression methods have been introduced to specially reduce the size of the NGS data that is transmitted. These methods have a highcompression speed and compression ratio because general compression methods cause a temporal cost of dozens of hours per large data set.
According to Langmead et al. [3] , the processing time for arithmetic analysis operations in the cloud were of 173 minutes when using 40 EC2 nodes. However, the time elapsed from the beginning of the compression of the NGS data until the completion of the transmission to the cloud (R t ) was of 614 minutes when using G-SQZ, a modern DNA compression method that operates at a network bandwidth of 45 Megabits/second [7] .
Thus, we can increase the efficiency of the transmission of a large data sequence to the cloud by adopting improved compression algorithms. However, the efficiency can be further improved for cases in which the data sequence is transmitted after it is completely compressed.
In this paper, we present a solution for the problem where data is transmitted only after it is completely compressed. We propose SolidStream, a method that integrates the compression and the transmission in order to improve the efficiency of the transmission to the cloud. SolidStream concurrently executes the transmission and the compression by compressing NGS data in blocks and then forwarding each generated block to the upload stream to be transmitted to the cloud. Thus, SolidStream compresses and transmits data simultaneously and reduces the total time needed for the compression and the transmission when compared to existing algorithms that transmit data after it is completely compressed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present SolidStream, the proposed method, in Section 2. Next, we show the results of the performance evaluations in Section 3, and we discuss those results. In the last part we conclude the paper in Section 4.
The Proposed SolidStream
SolidStream is designed by integrating the compression and transmission into one process in order to reduce the entire time needed to forward the compressed NGS data to the cloud. Figure 1 shows how SolidStream processes NGS by transmitting data through an upload stream immediately after it is compressed through the integrated encoding method. In order to improve the performance, the throughput of the upload stream and the transmission bandwidth are actively linked to the speed of the compression process. SolidStream compresses and transmits NGS data to the cloud in the sequence of steps that are provided as follows in order for that data to be analyzed by the cloud server. 
Pre-processing Step
In this step, the raw data are basically disassembled and then are compressed in metadata blocks. SolidStream adopts SolidZipper, our previous work, as a basic compression algorithm. This algorithm has a higher compression rate for the NGS data than other algorithms, including gzip (which uses deflate algorithm) and G-SQZ (which uses the Huffman algorithm) [6] . SolidZipper uses the csfasta and fastaq characteristics of the DNA sequence format and separates additional information (base, quality value, and ID) from the NGS sequences. The speed and rate of compression is improved by using encoding method that is appropriate for each property of the separated data.
To further enhance the speed of the compression higher than SolidZipper, we implement the basic SolidZipper algorithm in CUDA as a multi-threaded parallel process. SolidZipper compresses the NGS data in blocks and arranges the operations of parallel arithmetic into the appropriate threads in CUDA, and maintaining balance between the operations.
As shown in Figure 1 , SolidStream divides the raw NGS data into raw byte data and a block reference list and then compresses the separated data by encoding into metadata blocks through SolidZipper . Figure 2 shows the activity diagram of the compression and transmission of NGS data in SolidStream. In block B-1, SolidZipper encodes the NGS data in metadata blocks with high speed and efficiency and forwards those data blocks to block B-2.
In B-1 of Figure 2 , the encoding administrator generates a reference list of the byte data that is needed when each thread reads the data to improve the coalescing of GPU job processing as in Figure 3 , before loading the CUDA operations. When CUDA arithmetic starts, each thread refers to a reference list loaded onto the shared memory and begins the encoding process. When the CUDA arithmetic operation is finished, the CUDA job loader writes the encoded data to the stream buffer of B-1-a, as shown in Figure 4 , and performs preprocessing for the next operation. As soon as each metadata block is generated, it is forwarded to the next step for the transmission to the cloud, unlike in our previous work where we used SolidZipper as a standalone program [6] . Thus, the integration of the compression and transmission in SolidStream helps the performances improved much more than using SolidZipper standalone separately from the transmission like in the previous work [6] .
Streaming Upload Step and Post-processing Step
SolidStream connects to an upload network stream to transmit each compressed metadata block to the cloud. Block B-2 in Figure 2 is responsible for conducting the stream transmission of the data encoded at B-1. Figure 4 shows the stream buffer manager in more detail. B-2-d receives outside events to change the encoding cycles, while B-1-a, which is based on the cycles designated by B-2-d, encodes the NGS data to be written inside the memory buffer. At the same time, the encoding streaming site reads the written data to the memory buffer for it to be transmitted to the network. B-2-c computes the slope of the speed of the buffer accumulation. Then the event signals are changed by the encoding schedule cycle and are then transmitted to the scheduler.
Figure 4. The Stream Buffer Manager
Finally, in the post-processing step, the cloud server stores the compressed data, and then proceeds to decode and analyze the data.
Performance Evaluation

Implementation
In order to evaluate the performance of SolidStream, we implemented it in Java 1.6 command line mode on a 64-bit Linux machine [Linux: 2.6.29.4-167.fc11.x86_64 Fedora 11 64 bit, Intel(R) Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU E8400 3.00GHz, 4 GByte memory], Apache MINA 2.0.4, CUDA 4.2 (build 9), and Java bindings for CUDA (JCUDA) 0.4.2.
SolidStream core (Figure 2 ) is organized with job collaboration through Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [14] encoding part shown in Figure 3 and the job scheduling part (Figure 4) . It is located within the IO filter chain of an Apache MINA [15] . Apache MINA offers a framework for easily developing high-performance and highscalability network applications. It enables various encoding methods that can be selectively applied within the IO Filter Chain or can be applied through a connection with the chain. When a specific parameter is given as the NGS data in the driving client, the IO Handler encodes the data by reading the raw data in a fixed block size. With the initial option where the client conducts the encoding, the data sent by the designated encoder are transmitted to the server through a communication session, as seen in part A of Figure 2 .
In order to prove that SolidStream has a high compression rate and that it transmits the compressed data quickly to the cloud, we compare SolidStream to existing compression algorithms, i.e., gzip, pigz, g-sqz and SolidZipper.
While SolidZipper runs on local IO in a standalone mode in this study, the current network bandwidth should be considered when conducting IO output on the network IO, as seen in part A of Figure 2 . Considering the network bandwidth and the encoding throughput, the buffer overflow between the client and server can be prevented by controlling the encoding schedule, as shown in Figure 4. 
Results and Discussion
We present the time elapsed from the beginning of the compression of the NGS data until the completion of the transmission to the cloud (R_t) to evaluate the performance of SolidStream. Table 1 depicts the values of R t in seconds with respect to various bandwidth values from 1Mbps to 250Mbps when the input is 66.7 GByte of csfasta NGS data. Here, 2C indicates the simulation condition where an Intel dual core 2.80GHz, Windows7 32bit, and 4GB memory are used, and 8C means the simulation condition in which Intel i7-2600k 8core 3.40GHz, Linux Fedora11 64bit, and 16GB memory are used. Also, in LG, GeForce 9500 GT and Compute Capability 1.1 are used.
The table shows that SolidStream compresses data and transmits data more quickly than the existing schemes. In general, a buffer underflow may temporally sever the video stream of users in stream transmission of video images. The ideal situation in a stream transmission involves the accordance of encoding throughput and network transmission bandwidth. However, when the encoding throughput exceeds the amount that can be accepted by the transmission of the network bandwidth, the encoding schedule is controlled, thereby preventing a buffer overflow by a transmission source with many gigabytes of encoded data. In contrast, when the encoding throughput is lower than the transmission bandwidth, a buffer underflow may increase the non-operating ratio of the bandwidth. Generally, widely used compression algorithms for an operation set or DNA compression is not designed to consider the stream transmission. As a result, the idle operating ratio of network bandwidth is higher when using a traditional compression that is based on statistics or probability focusing on arithmetic operation conducts stream transmission. This problem may be solved by the compression for reducing bottleneck of data IO as in the hardware compression of mpeg images, which can be used as an embedded method for hardware. In this study, the CUDA device was used for parallel computation. SolidStream reduces the amount of time compared to methods in which encoding and transmission are separated, as shown in Table 1 .
Table 1. Times for Encoding and Transmitting the NGS Data
Note the substitution of the stream buffer schedule of the file IO (encoded NGS data block write/read). For ideal situations of the File IO ratio (NGS data block Read), when the encoding algorithm applications and data transfer (encoded NGS data block) converges to 1:1:1, the buffer is consumed so that the standby volume of the stream buffer converges to 0. However, in reality, the maximum capacity of SolidStream converges to the lowest-speed capacity of the File IO speeds of either encoding throughput or network bandwidth. The issues related to IO speed include data IO mechanisms such as SCSI, IDE, and SATA. The hardware issues related to the encoding throughput include the number of arithmetic cores participating in the operation, clock speed, or the speed of the memory bus. The network bandwidth may include network loading between the NGS platform and the analysis center. Figure 5 illustrates R t in seconds with respect to a change in the transfer bandwidth from 10 Mbps to 250 Mbps. In the figure, the X-axis and the Y-axis are in a logarithmic scale and in a linear scale, respectively. SolidStream outperforms the existing algorithms over a range of the transfer bandwidth. Also, the figure reveals that when data transfer speed through the internet exceeds a certain threshold, it offsets the advantages of encoding NGS data. For example, G-SQZ does not provide any advantages when the transfer speed is of 20 megabits per second. Within the current limitations of the data transfer speed, SolidStream presents the best performance among all the algorithms compared, providing a definite advantage with respect to R t .
In order to conduct arithmetic operations for analysis in a common-use cloud service, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), we can transmit a large amount of data in a variety of manners. First, when the analysis cluster is physically near, the data can be transmitted by a distribution service. However, when data transfer between countries is required by the cloud's operation environment, sending portable storage media to a cloud data center may be better in terms of the time saved. AWS presents a service for saving or backing up data in S3 that can be linked offline (AWS Import/ Export). The service offers data upload to users of AWS's data center, where it is stored to be subsequently imported. Before importing the saved items, it is defined by AWS onto disks and then finally sent by mailing.
It may also be possible to depend entirely on the network infrastructure. This solves the problem of data transmission speed easily while still using existing softwares, and there is no need to buy additional new hardware or rent an exclusive circuit. Torrent, one of the P2P technologies, shows maximal efficiency when many users participate over a long time for dispersed distribution, but as an experimental model analyzing a large amount of DNA sequences, it may not have the efficiency required for files that are distributed from limited sites to be transferred to specific Network Attached Storage (NAS), like an Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3).
Finally, streaming as one of the transmissions dependent on the network infrastructure is a method of transmission for playing sound and video multimedia. Because multimedia contents are usually much larger than text files, the cost for storing and transferring the media may be higher than those for text-based data. For reducing such cost, it is usual to store and compress the data by streaming. For the NGS data, there is a research on Largescale DNA sequence analysis in the cloud by a stream-based approach [13] , in which the NGS data produced in a sequence platform are transmitted to a cloud analysis cluster for analysis. To compensate for the differences between this paper and work by Kienzler et al. [13] , this study used encoding specified for the NGS data format and imposed integrated mechanisms that managed encoding throughput and network bandwidth. However, this study did not conduct experiments with respect to the connection to analysis in the cloud of stream data. Figure 6 illustrates R t in seconds, when changing the transfer bandwidth from 1 Mbps to 10 Mbps. In the figure, the X-axis and the Y-axis are in logarithmic scale and in linear scale, respectively. In the figure, R t of SolidStream is slightly lower than that of G-SQZ, rather than outperforming as shown in Figure 5 . This reveals that when network bandwidth is limited within 10 Mbps, the encoding efficiency is a more important factor than encoding speed. In Figure 6 , PIGZ, which is a parallel version of GZIP, shows almost the same R t . Compared with GZIP, SolidStream and G-SQZ show R t that is more than two times lower. 
Conclusion
We have addressed a method to quickly transmit a large amount of the NGS data to a cloud service in order to analyze the data efficiently using the computing power of the cloud. The proposed method, SolidStream, integrates the process of the compression and transmission into one procedure. SolidStream processes the compression and the transmission simultaneously by forwarding the NGS data in blocks to the upload stream to be sent to a cloud. Unlike existing compression algorithms that transmit data after the compression is completely finished, SolidStream reduces the entire time to transmit the compressed NGS data to the cloud and improves the efficiency of the transmission of the NGS data to the cloud. Also, SolidStream treats network transmission bandwidth to maximize data transmission efficiently to the cloud. SolidStream clearly shows benefits as a result of combining stream transfer and CUDA parallel encoding. Through the extensive experiments, we showed that SolidStream dramatically reduced the time elapsed from the beginning of the compression of the NGS data until the completion of the transmission to the cloud. SolidStream will improve the efficiency of the analysis of the NGS data.
